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Motivating Power in The Piston-Engine Era
by Bill Vas
One of the gems among the museum’s exhibits is the Pratt
& Whitney R-4360 Wasp Major radial engine. It represents
the zenith of radial engine development with production
beginning in 1944 at Pratt & Whitney’s East Hartford facility. The power generated by its 28 cylinders produced an
impressive 3,000+h.p., making it the engine of choice for
the Hughes H-4 Hercules. This behemoth flying boat was
rated at a loaded weight of 400,000 lbs. Its eight engines,
each driving a four-bladed propeller of 17ft 2in diameter,
were mounted along the leading edge of its massive 320ft
wingspan.
In contrast by comparison, the large Northrop XB-35 Flying
Wing had four Wasp Major engines, each driving a pair of
four-bladed 15ft 4in diameter contra-rotating propellers in a
pusher configuration along its 172ft wingspan.
For both aircraft, the Wasp Major provided the necessary
power to propel these aerial giants with their massive payload capacity. Each engine weighed 3,500lbs and had 56
spark plugs. Production ceased in 1955 with 18,697 units
produced for the military and for commercial airliners. The
Wasp Major was not installed in any mass-produced aircraft
during World War II. On your next visit to the museum, be
sure to give the Wasp Major a good look-over and see how
it earned its nickname of the “corncob”.

Supercruiser Quiz: What does a Boeing B-50 Superfortress,
Boeing 377 Stratocruiser, Douglas C-124 Globemaster II and the
Hughes H-4 Hercules have in common? (See page 3 for answer)

Save the Date: February 20th, Saturday, Celebrity
Lecture, X-29A with Kurt Schroeder at 11:00 AM

The X-Wing Fighter

The Star Wars movies gave us many exotic flying vehicles,
including the incredibly agile X-Wing fighters. These were,
of course, just small studio props, brought to life by the technology of special effects. But there was a full-sized flying
machine that was, in many ways just as exotic as those fictional movie props. This was no movie prop; it was a real
flying craft that demonstrated incredible agility, as well as
technological innovations that were almost as futuristic as its
fictional counterparts. It was the Grumman X-29 ForwardSwept Wing Technology demonstrator. In addition to the
forward swept wing, the vehicle incorporated seven additional advanced technologies. The aircraft was intentionally designed to be highly unstable, requiring the emerging “fly-bywire” flight control system technology to successfully control
the vehicle. Positive stability acts as the enemy of maneuvering aircraft performance, and the X-29 pushed this concept to
the limit. Demonstration of the forward sweep wing configuration in a high-speed, maneuvering envelope was predicted
by many “learned engineers” to produce catastrophic consequences. Therefore the challenge of the program was to prove
these technologies without “crossing the line”, since doing so
would result in abrupt loss of the aircraft and crew. For the
test pilots lucky enough to participate in the program, the
potential dividends justified the risk. One such test pilot was
Grumman’s X-29 Project Pilot, Kurt Schroeder, whose previous achievements in a wide variety of operational and test
programs identified him as one who could be trusted to “live
with the development of the aircraft” to help ensure a successful program. In the end, the Forward-Swept Wing program demonstrated everything its designers hoped for. This
exceptional aircraft and its exceptional pilots provided NASA
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mance and agility. Join us, while Captain Schroeder describes the trials, thrills, and triumphs of this history-making
aircraft.
Museum Mission

Kurt C. Schroeder, Captain USNR Ret.

Museum Vision Statement
“To capture the imagination and inspire achievement through memorable experiences that celebrate the rich
Southern California Aerospace Industry Legacy”
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Members in the Spotlight
If you broke the sound barrier and there was nobody there to
hear it, would you still be home in time for lunch? Roy Martin did, and he was. Roy was the test pilot for the Shaped
Sonic Boom project.

Museum Volunteer, Neil White, points to our museum's
BD-5 which is prominently featured on a new mural
inside the Carl's Jr. near Torrance Airport.
Celebrity Lectures are
filmed and edited
each month by Jarel
and Betty Wheaton of
the Peninsula Seniors.
Click on the video tab
at www.pvseniors.org
for the TV Schedule
for Torrance and PV.
Or check out their
LCDR Dennis Fandey USN (Ret) YouTube Channel at
www.youtube.com/Pe
Flying in Antarctica
ninsulaSrs/Videos
Filmed November 2009

The Shaped Sonic Boom was an experimental program intended to discover whether it was possible to fly an aircraft
farther than the speed of sound without causing the characteristic noise that had made supersonic flight over populated
areas impracticable. To do this, a team of experts at
Northrop Grumman designed a specially modified configuration of the supersonic F-5E fighter plane. Its unique shape
enabled the aircraft to fly at supersonic speeds without anyone on the ground below being able to detect it.
This experiment, done in cooperation with Northrop Grumman, NASA, DARPA and the Department of Defense,
demonstrated that the supersonic flight can be achieved
without the characteristic shock wave reaching the ground at
the kind of intensity that had historically generated public
resistance and created restrictions that had made routine supersonic transportation impracticable. Museum member, Roy
Martin, demonstrated the practicability and will be recognized as one of the pioneers of future civilian and military
supersonic transport programs. By Ed Levy

Tribute to the
United States
Army
Inspect our Flight Line
on 21st May for Torrance Armed Forces
Day 2016. The museum
will host and orchestrate
parade flyovers for the
57th annual event. This
year's honoree is the
United States Army.
Watch for more details.

Roy Martin climbs out of the cockpit of the F-5 Shaped Sonic
Boom Demonstrator.
You can also watch Roy
Martin talk about the museum's F-5A on YouTube at
www.youtube.com/Peninsula
Srs/Videos

Museum Mission Statement
" The Western Museum of Flight honors and champions the Aerospace Industry Heritage of Southern California and inspires,
motivates, and educates the dreamers and creators of today and tomorrow".
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Guests are eager for
an up-close look at
the Harrier following
the lecture.

Guest Speaker Colonel Gross, Museum
Director Cindy Macha, CA Science
Center Air & Space Curator, Dr. Ken
Phillips, and Dennis Jenkins, Project
Director of the Samuel Oschin Air &
Space Center.

Families enjoyed building
Snap-Tite Models while learning about the Harrier Aircraft
and chatting with Col. Gross.
Members: If you have not been receiving monthly email notices and announcements, please make sure we have your current
email information. Contact us at info@wmof.com or call 310-326-9544

Fred Erb Matching Fund: On behalf of the late Fred Erb,
whose legacy provided our current matching fund, I thank
everyone who has helped, or intends to help meet the financial goal for this fund. In Fred's forty-plus aerospace
career, he worked with many of the most prominent figures
in the industry and achieved numerous impressive accomplishments in his own right. Fred was one of the earliest
and longest serving supporters of the Museum. Cindy Macha

Using Facebook? Please
take a look at our page and
"like us" if you like it!

Answer for Quiz on
Page 1: R-4360 Pratt
& Whitney Engine
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Western Museum of Flight
3315 Airport Drive Mailbox No.6
Torrance, California 90505

Apply for the NGFCU MasterCard honoring
Northrop Grumman’s contribution to aerospace
technology. Visit www.ngfcu.us or call 800-633-2848.

Southern California Historical Aviation Foundation Membership Form
Western Museum of Flight
Mail this form and check to:

THANK YOU TO ALL
OUR MEMBERS!
Why not
share this
newsletter with
your friends,
co-workers and
relatives!

SCHAF / Western Museum of Flight
3315 Airport Drive Mailbox No.6
Torrance, CA 90505

Please make check out to: SCHAF

Amount Enclosed ___________________

For further information, call: (310) 326-9544
(Please print)

New Member

Renewal

Name ___________________________________________________

Donation only
Date ___________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________ Zip _____________________
Phone #1 _______________________________ Phone #2 ________________________________
Fax ___________________________________ E-mail ___________________________________

Please consider a donation to the Museum and check whether your employer has a policy to
match the contribution.
Annual individual membership $50. Call us for information on “Legacy” memberships and other levels of support.

